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The Story Behind This Year’s FLiP!

One hot summer day at New Urban Arts, I was staring at my yellow Christmas shrine for some inspiration in creating things to put in it. The vivacity of the yellow started to make me think about bananas, and for a moment I felt like making a plush banana to accompany my shrine. I realized, however, that bananas had nothing to do with Christmas. I continued to think about bananas, why they were so funny and whimsical, and why monkeys and gorillas liked to eat them. Why do monkeys and gorillas like to eat bananas? I guess I could save that thought for later. I then started to think about banana peels, which reminded me of the time I played Mario Kart 64 with my cousin. As Princess Peach in the video game, I was able to shoot banana peels at my cousin’s character, causing him to slip every time he drove through them. After laughing at the thought of being able to shoot banana peels at people in Mario Kart 64, I started to think about the Nintendo 64 that I had in my basement, and suddenly it hit me. We could make a giant cardboard Nintendo Game Console as a submission box for this year’s art studio publication! See? The random thoughts that go through my mind don’t always happen for nothing.

Meet the editors!

Karen Joy Castillo

A senior at Classical High School, Karen has been a part of New Urban Arts for four years and co-editor of FLiP for 3 years. During her time at New Urban Arts, she has created various giant electronic cardboard devices, participated in the Shrine Art Inquiry during the summer of 2007, and even learned how to develop film in a darkroom. She will be attending Tufts University in the fall.

Elizabeth Keith

Bio? Who’s bio? MINE?! Oh! Okay... Uh.. I’m so used to talking about other people, this is gonna be hard! Okay, um, I’ve been FLiP’s roving interviewer and co-editor with Karen for the past three years... I’m going to attend RIC and major in English for, possibly, a teaching position! I’m really hyper, energetic, short, and happy! I super, humongously hope that FLiP will NOT die, and will continue to thrive and pop out little zines every year. So, thanks for all the memories folks, and I’ll see you later! ^_^
Welcome Jason!

Talking with New Urban Art’s Brand New Executive Director

As Tyler Denmead stepped out of the studio’s door, Jason Yung came in to help fill his very big, patent-leather shoes as New Urban Arts’ new executive director. Commonly mistaken for the studio’s secretary, he is the man behind the studio’s exhibits, and annual campaigns who works alongside Sarah, Jesse, and Tamara to help organize it all. He also helps the studio find grants, donors, and other sources of funds to make sure New Urban Arts can stand for another year, and not go broke! Though we only had him officially for two months, it already feels like he has been with us for the entire year, and the people of both the studio and the FLiP! staff can’t wait to see what he’ll be able to do for us next year! Way to go Jason!!

Liz: How did you first get involved with New Urban Arts in the early years?
Jason: I got a phone call from Tamara Kaplan, who is now our operations manager, and she called me and said, “I think I’ve got a job that you might really like.” And this was back when I was a senior at RISD (Rhode Island School of Design), and it [the job] was to be an artist mentor at New Urban Arts. I applied and interviewed with Tyler and Tamara, and I was a mentor in 2000 to 2001. I did painting and drawing and a little bit of sculpture.

Liz: How did you go about getting the job here as the new director?
Jason: Tyler told me about the opening a while ago, and I told him that I didn’t want to apply for it. I didn’t want to leave New York, I didn’t want to leave my family or friends, and I also felt overwhelmed by the responsibility of being an executive director. I didn’t think I was ready, professionally, for that kind of position. And about another six to seven months went by- actually maybe closer to a year, maybe closer to ten months went by- and I started thinking about what I really to be doing with my life, what kind of experiences kids should have and I did a gut check and I changed my and I decided to apply. I called up Tamara, who was the interim executive director at that time, and said, “Hey, I’d like to talk to you about maybe applying for the position,” And she said, “We need your resume NOW, we need your cover-letter NOW, because we’ve got three candidates and we’re really close to picking one of them. You need to get your stuff in to me yesterday, so we can get you in the pool!” And I said, “I don’t even know if I’m really interested in this yet! I just wanted to have an informational conversation with you!” And she said, “No time; get it in!” So, I got my stuff in, and, to be honest I used the interview process to feel out whether I thought I was ready and interested in that position, just like all of you guys felt me out and felt like you wanted me in this position also so...
we were definitely on a two-way street, and by the end of the process, which was pretty Intense. Um, a lot of interviews... I really felt like that this was something I wanted to do.

Liz: Okay! How does it feel after being here a whole year?
Jason: *smiles* I haven’t been here for a whole year!

Liz: *laughs* Okay, fine! How long have you been here?!
Jason: For... This is now nine weeks. Um... And it actually feels a lot longer then nine weeks! Sometimes I have to remind myself it’s only been, like, two months. I mean, I haven’t even hit a hundred days..

Liz: Wow, I thought you had been here the whole year!!
Jason: I know, it feels a lot longer! See, it even to you it feels a lot longer. Um... I feel like I’m just kind of starting to get a handle on things. And I say that very conservative-ly! Um... You know, as far as the scope of the job and all the things are going, what’s really nice is that there is a very experienced team here. I didn’t have to come in and hire all new people; I didn’t have to come in and clean house. You know, this isn’t like some... You know a lot of time when you hire a new director or a new executive director and there’s kind of a leadership change of this scope it sometimes has to be accompanied by a kind of total gutting of the organization or the company. Um... But that hasn’t been the case here so this gave me a lot of time to get my feet wet, and understand everything so... that’s nice. um... and i just love coming to work! i like being in this environment, i like talking to kids and artists today, i like seeing artwork happen. i like the spontaneous games of hackey-sack. i like talking about comic books and whatever conversations are happening here, knowing that that’s just around the corner. So, on that basic level, it’s cool!

Liz: Yay! So you don’t hate us!
Jason: No!
Liz: Who’s helped you with the transition? Like who’s helped you with coming from New York to being in Providence again to being the new director?

Jason: Who hasn’t? *smiles and laughs* I mean, there isn’t… Uh, but probably the first person I think of is Deborah Obalil. She’s a really experienced executive director, you know; she’s been in a leadership role in different non-profits. One of the things that made this position really appealing to me was [that] I was going to get a chance to work closely with her because I knew that there were going to be blind spots for me as a rookie E.D. (executive director). I’ve never been an executive director before! I mean, I’ve done parts of this job; I’ve done finance and administration, I’ve been an art teacher, and I’ve done fundraising development. But to be an executive director, you’re kind of rolling all those things into one, and having to oversee all [of that] being done. So, it’s very different when you can focus on one of those things, but when you’re an E.D. you’re not focusing on any one thing, you’re kind of just keeping an eye on all of those.

Liz: How did she (Deborah Obalil) help you?

Jason: You know, she’s… I’m kind of able to trouble shoot stuff by her, run ideas by her, hunches by her, and that’s been really, really helpful. I mean, there’re times where I’ll second guess myself and say, “Does this really make sense for us to do?” And I’ll just shoot her an e-mail, and say, “This is what I’m thinking; can I get your thoughts on this?” Or just, “Can we grab [a] coffee, and try to get your advice on this X, Y, Z thing?” And that’s been super helpful because of her experience and… The scope of what she’s seen and knows is a lot bigger than mine, and she can bring past to bear on the choices I can make in this position, without micro-managing me. You know, she’s there as a resource. I’d say that’s been very, very helpful. You know, the staff and the mentors here have been incredibly [helpful]. I’ve learned a lot from them, you know, from the fact that they’ve been doing this stuff, and they know how to do this stuff means that it’s been more them coming in and training me, then me coming in, and saying, “This is how we’re going to do things.” And that’s been really critical to me being able to kind of transition slowly in here and see how this place runs. And we know how it runs and there are people who know how it runs and take care of running it well. So, there’s no need for me to come in and take things from scratch. So, you know, um… *smiles as that’s it right there*

Liz: *laughs* I keep getting this vibe that you’re being all professionally when this interview really isn’t!

Jason: Maybe you should ask sillier questions!

Liz: Well, what kind of silly questions do you think I should ask?

Jason: I don’t know! I

Liz: Okay! Um…. I’ll think of one… Uh…. Did you have any imaginary friends when you were little?

Jason: I didn’t have an imaginary friend. I had an imaginary spy corp. that I was a part of when I was a kid. I was a secret agent and I was always reporting back to base on suspicious behavior and on the status on my missions. I was always being sent out on secret missions and I think I used a pencil or a gate-key or something as my imaginary walkie-talkie radio-device, and I would use that to radio back suspicious behavior back to my superiors at spy headquarters. That was a big part of my imaginary universe as a little kid.

Liz: Was that silly enough for you? *laughs* Is there anything you wanna say…? Anything you want to say whatsoever?

Jason: I love you guys! And girls! And everyone else!
Pen Pal

Smooth cool ridges of rubber sticking to my fingers
like those cool summer days
with the light breeze of the ocean drying my ice cream filled hands
as I write down whatever is on my mind
My pen,
My friend
Gliding by me, trusting pen, writing whatever its told to write, so confident
So loyal.
Its innards full of fuel; ink, blood, rushing to the tip of its mouth,
bursting with suspense waiting for its orders
Waiting to help, right by my side
It writes it replies.
Gliding by me; my pen, my friend
So confident
So loyal.

PENCIL YOU TRAITOR!
I’m at a loss for words.
Your ally-eraser; that little piece of turd!
How could you?
How could you!
This is absurd.
My words you transferred to whatever was preferred.
I’ll never resort to you, you liar!
To sabotage my plans was your only desire!
Pencil and pen; beginning and end
With you I started; with pen I end.
My pen; my friend
Glides with the current,
pencils traitors!
I forget you’re not permanent!

-Jennifer Recino
Hey, everybody! This is FLiP!‘s slightly famous interviewer, Liz! Or previously known as ‘Q’ considering that I never put my name down in the interviews the last couple of years. But, yeah! It’s been me all along! This was the first interview of the year and it was done with something very new. An audio recorder!! The interviews have always been done with pencil and paper (And me losing papers and mixing people up and getting quotes wrong... The list could go on, but it won’t...) until this year! And this year’s first interview was done with Ben Fino-Raddin, who started out being the Electronic Crafting mentor and wound up being the Radio Show mentor by mid-year! I’m part of the radio show as well and I’ve been trying all year to pin him down for an interview! So, I cornered him one Friday afternoon, grabbed a recorder, and dragged him into the front window. It wasn’t until later that I realized we actually caused artistic work to be post-poned in the window. Sorry Rebecca!! Anyway! Ben’s Interview!!

Liz: What do you do at New Urban Arts?
Ben: I am a mentor, and I work specifically in the area of radio. Um... I work with students on producing a radio show pretty much three times month. And... That basically entails coming to New Urban Arts twice a week and bringing my equipment with and setting up and pretty much... Seeing what happens! And we record whatever people want to talk about and sometimes it’s like really focused and like really intense topics and really professional sounding, and some weeks it’s not! Some weeks it’s just like craziness, but that’s just the way things go, I guess... Um... Is that good...?

Liz: No, that’s great! Okay, um... Have you ever mentored before?
Ben: Um... I mean, not... Formally. But I think that everyone kinda mentors some-
times in their own little ways. Like when a friend needs help with something, and they’re like, “Hey, what do you think about this thing? How would you do this?” I think people mentor other people without really realizing it.

Liz: Wow... That’s a cool, little take on it. What do you think of mentoring here?
Ben: I like it a lot! I think at first it was kinda stressful, but my life was kinda stressful [at the time]. I had just moved here, and my job situation was unstable and like... Yeah, it was just craziness...Um... But I’m just in a really good place right now. And after being here for a while, I’m comfortable here and I think, just... Becoming comfortable with the dynamic here and realizing what it means to be a mentor. I think before I had more stress about wanting to do a good job, and, like, it’s just like not how things work here... And I think in being able to relax, and to go with the flow [has] made it a more rewarding experience.

Liz: Cool! Y’know, I just sort of panicked in my head like, “AH! Wait! How come I’m not writing all this down?!“ And then I’m like, “Oh, I have the audio recorder so...” *waves goodbye to Meredith as she leaves* Okay... How did you start the radio show?
Ben: Did you say ‘how’?

Ben: Um... Well....

Liz: Like, what gave you the idea.
Ben: A friend of mine worked at BSR (Brown Student Radio) and it was like her idea. She was basically like, “Hey, I saw your name on a list of d.j.s, and I listened to your show a couple summers ago.” And she knew that I was a mentor here and she said, “What if New Urban Arts had a radio show?” And I was like, “Wow! What if New Urban Arts had a radio show?” And, I had the feeling that it would be pretty awesome. So, I sort of just floated the idea past Sarah and Jesse to see what people thought. And everyone was really supportive and so we just kinda went for it. And um... That was it.

Liz: Alright... What did Sarah and the gang think of it? Were they totally behind it and super-excited?
Ben: Yeah! I mean, everyone was super psyched and really supportive and just really interested in seeing what would happen with it. I think that people at New Urban Arts are really supportive of new ideas that are kind of risky. It could of gone really badly! That’s actually something me and Sarah talked about when I first talked to her about a couple years ago. Over the phone, when we had an interview about me coming here, she mentioned taking risks as being part
of what we do here. That reflects how people were supportive of the radio. And uh... Yeah. So I think that’s kind of reaction we got.

Liz: *is trying to find a comfortable way to sit as her feet keep falling asleep on her* Y’know, I just realized how big this space is and how small I am. I can basically do whatever I want in here! *laughs* Okay... So, who helps you with the radio show?

Ben: Uh... Who helps me with the radio show... Uh, you. And um... Kierra, Shakiah, Maxine, uh... Juan.... Juan was helping out towards the beginning... Uh, Frances... Uh...... Oh, uh, Chris and Josh hang out... Um... I don’t know... I feel like I’m probably forgetting someone, but that’s probably it.

Liz: Did you remember Shakiah?

Ben: Yeah.

Liz: Frances?

Ben: Yeah.

Liz: Okay, you’re good!

Ben: *laughs* I think like everybody, like, a lot of people help out now and then, just like here and there... Like when you were doing interviews, those people you were interviewing were helping the radio show and sometimes whoever’s talking will be like, “Hey, you! What do you think?” So, everyone helps out really.

Liz: *changes position, once again* Jeez, I just can’t get comfortable! It’s like this wood floor, and then my feet keep falling asleep. And it’s all like, “Eweh!”

Ben: *laughs*

Liz: *finds another way to sit* Um... Anyway... What usually happens in the show?

Ben: Um... Well... I guess in terms in the perspective of looking at it from a listener’s [point of view], it’s kind of like a discussion panel. Which is a bunch of people sitting around and... Talking, basically! Um... And I guess that sounds sort of boring, but somehow it’s not! I think it’s just that the age group of the people who are doing the show, and I think it’s that people don’t really listen to teenagers, like, that much about what they want to say sometimes. So I think that sort of what makes it interesting because when we get talking about topics that are even remotely inter-
estng or intriguing, people get really opinionated and instigate these really interest-
ing discussions. And.... What was the question? Did I answer it?

Liz: Uh.... The question was, what usually happens in the show. It sounds like you’re
doing it to me!
Ben: Oh, yeah yeah! It’s like a discussion, and it’s pretty loose and informal. But
sometimes we have book reviews, movie reviews, and interviews...

Liz: I know from working on it it’s hugely in-the-moment and exceptionally energized.
And everyone’s, like, really excited about what they’re talking about and everyone
gets caught up in the moment. And we pretty much just talk about stuff!
Ben: Yeah! I think that high energy is definitely in there.

Liz: And everyone is definitely opinionated...
Ben: Yeah, but it’s pretty incredible... The air shows on Monday nights, and I come in
at three p.m. that day, and there is no show. But by the time I, leave it’s done. [I think
it’s] just pretty incredible that people can put all their energy into something like that
and get it done so quickly and enthusiastically.

Liz: What stands out in your mind from this year? Like, anything crazy
or something that you really, really liked that happened?
Ben: Something that really stood out to me, from my experience here,
that was actually something recent in the past few months was men-
tors bringing artist-friends, like local friends, and offering those peo-
ple to students as resources. Like George who’s been coming in and
doing workshops, and Muffy came in and did a workshop... I think
that’s something that’s happened this year that mentors have been
reaching out to friends and bringing them here and offering their
creativity and their energy as a resource to students and I think
that’s really great, y’know... An untapped resource, I guess,
isn’t a good thing...

Liz: It’s kind of like showing the kids and
going, “Hey, it’s okay to be an artist, you
won’t die, we promise!”
Ben: Yeah, totally! That’s a really good
aspect, especially in this town where we
have artists from post-college to in their
thirties who are just making due and ob-
sessing over their work. I think that it is
cool for you guys to be able to see that,
and that this is something that you can do
for the rest of your life. Just to be able to
keep makin’ stuff! *laughs*

New Urban Radio archives are online at
http://youthvoiceradio.blogspot.com/
Future Preachers

Forced into the somber chamber; depicting picture perfect memories of a false song sung in lullaby in this deceitful serenity, within a war enraged layer, hidden under quick steps of ever praying nuns disguised in their covenants. Minds exposed to other dimensions of scorn and sin while fathers preaching; teaching unreachable examples of their picture perfect memory of what used to be considered “morally correct”; their aspects vivid compared to the sing song memories I incrediblly remember. This forgetful being will never forget being in what was used to be called home. Realization of this out-of-zone location hurts me so, but nuns and fathers; teaching slaughter, will not make me let go of what used to be mine to the unforgiving tick tocks of time.

-Jennifer Recino
HOW TO:

send secret messages through the mail

Everybody likes getting mail, and this is a really easy and fun way to send a special letter to a friend or family member-- or even just to pass secret notes in school. Of course, if the message is REALLY top-secret, you might want to send a couple practice postcards first, so that no one else will know how to read it if they get to it before your friend does... and if they haven’t already read this either.

YOU WILL NEED
lemon juice or vinegar
a paintbrush
a heavy paper (like cardstock)
a stamp

YOUR FRIEND WILL NEED
an iron
STEP 1
Pour a small amount of your lemon juice (or vinegar) into a small cup or shallow bowl.

STEP 2
Use your paintbrush to write or draw your secret message on a piece of postcard-sized paper, about 4”x6”. Let the paper dry completely.

STEP 3
Write somewhere on the back of the card-- in visible ink-- a note to your friend on how to reveal the message when he or she receives it.* (The directions should say something like “Run a hot iron over the surface, don’t burn the paper.”)

STEP 4
Put a stamp on the card, and your friend’s address (again, make sure you use visible ink... duh). Then place the card in a mailbox.

STEP 5
Wait a day or two ‘til your friend calls you to tell you how freakin’ cool it is that you know how to do something so smart—that is, unless you sent a mean message. Then they probably won’t call you at all. (But they’ll still be thinking it, even if they’re mad at you).

HOW IT WORKS
Both lemon juice and vinegar are mildly acidic, and acid weakens paper. The acid remains in the paper after the juice or vinegar has dried. When the paper is heated, the acidic parts of the paper turn brown before the rest of the paper does.

Learn how to do more NUA projects (and contribute your own!) at www.nuahowto.wetpaint.com
Sonnet by Dana Heng

Shadows

I'm haunted by the mysterious shapes,
Its darkness greets me at every corner.
An empty void; so near a hold it gapes,
And its hollowness leaves me sad, a receiver.

Ghostly specters walk across the ceiling,
They transform into hideous creatures.
I can't stand it; it sends my mind reeling
So I shield myself from its ugly features.

There are velvety shades as well as sharp,
Soft shadows secrete me from some dangers.
Its protectiveness is soothing like a harp,
Though in it is a cold world much stranger.

With hope there is doubt, as with wrong comes right.
Beguiling gloom prevails over the light.
You were gone for the week, leaving an empty spot in the room. I was worried by Friday, maybe the flu had gotten to you. But I had hope so the scope of speculation was slashed, cast aside for a moment. By Monday, you were back to books, filling the empty seat in back of mine. But the look on your face was empty still, drained of the tears you’d spilled. Your red rimmed eyes met mine, and my hands began to shake, waiting for the waking of words that would raise the form of a storm of fate that wore you out. I half wish you could have lied when you moved your mouth: “My dad died.” The sounds of this sickening statement reverberating through the halls and me realizing that you and I are so small, defenseless against the senseless events that occupy space and mind and time...

I wonder why fortune had to spin you this lot, bend the twist in this plot that’s a lot like mine and it’s almost as if our worlds had intertwined and the words had slipped from my lips: “My dad died.” But your wounds are still fresh, and the blood from mine has been dried. 15 years have stitched me shut, restored the earth atop the grave. It’s been enough for me to have passed beyond the doorway, touch the sepulchral silence of the phantom, the void by my side that stays, always. And in unison, you and I say: “My dad died.” Because you see, you and me, we are on the same astral plane, share the same shade of destiny; Father figures ended like a period ends a sentence; and no amount of prayers, pleas, repentence can prompt a resurrection.

-Janessa Frias
As I Spin in Cobalt Tunes of Neptune

The swirling rings of Saturn rings my wrists and fingers with reverberation.
Sonic waves resonate outwards from Earthly limits.
My sound is scratching and burning off of universal boundaries,
signaling ear drums of my astronomical arrival,
DJ-ing the sunrays to raise Martians to life.

At night, the moonlight provides their Technicolor raves
As I supply techno beats, saving their souls from a stagnant Sol’s sunrise.
I join the Martians as we free-fall freely in space.
I synch in the sounds of Venus’ moons
as I spin in cobalt tunes of Neptune upon its axis.

The man on the moon waves to the sound waves
as my music traverses throughout parallel universes
singing out verses sped up by my revolutions,
forcing their orbits through the rotations of turn-table motions.

I alter time as I cycle planet-funk into infinity
and eternitize their fragmented stars in free-fall status quo.
Does it really matter where or how or why they drift?
Only these drifting stars can say how far freedom can go.

-Philip Huerta
New Urban Arts QUIZ: how well do YOU know NUA?

1. How many mentors did New Urban Arts have this year?
   A. 1
   B. 27
   C. 19
   D. Just Tyler

2. What was the name of FLiP!’s art eating robot from last year?
   A. Muncho
   B. Bob
   C. Oscar
   D. Jason

3. What’s in the basement?
   A. The Loch Ness monster (“Nessie” to her friends)
   B. A nest of baby starlings
   C. Some junk and a punching bag
   D. Tyler

4. How many people does Sarah hug every day?
   A. No one-- she has a phobia about touching people
   B. Everyone!
   C. Just Jason
   D. None of the above

5. Where did Tyler move to?
   A. The basement
   B. England
   C. Czechoslovakia
   D. What? He moved?

6. Why did the chicken cross Westminster St.?
   A. To get to New Urban Arts!
   B. Mmmm... chicken... *drools*
   C. He didn’t, actually-- he got run over.
   D. Jason
7. Who did Jason root for in this year’s Super Bowl?
   A. Patriots
   B. Giants
   C. No one! He hates sports.
   D. Tyler

8. What activities are new to New Urban Arts this year?
   A. Video Mural
   B. Yoga
   C. Radio Show
   D. All of the above

9. Who?
   A. Jessie
   B. Tamara
   C. Sarah
   D. Jason

10. What?
    A. Huh?
    B. What-what?
    C. I don’t get it.
    D. *leaves*

11. What happens in the studio at night?
    A. The Hokey-Pokey
    B. It gets haunted by a ghost that smashes windows
    C. Tyler comes out of the basement and runs around in circles screaming
    D. None of the above
The Center of My Lunar-tic Soul

I stopped running when I
learned to soar through stars,
swearing saviors from the sons of the sun,
so they may produce offsprings of spring.

I stopped running when I
learned to sing from the shadows of the moon,
creating blues out from my nightengale nights,
whistling out small, sneaky snippets of silhouettes from the light.

-Philip Huerta
Oh, man! I totally failed this math test!

Maybe that's because it was an English test.
Math Equation from Hell

Okay! I actually studied so this should be easy!

Oh... my... God!! What the heck is this?! What is this?! We never went over this!!!

About fifteen minutes later...

Shiver
Shake
Shake
GAH!
I've tried everything!!
EVERYTHING!!
"I can't solve it!!"

OMG!! As
OMG!!
Help meeeeee!!

THUD!
It's
freaking
EVIL!!

OMG!! Shit!!
Maybe I should try looking at
the other shelf...

20 minutes later...

My head
hurts...
A lot...

Fine

illustration by Elizabeth Keith
LOCK-IN: possibly the best all-nighter you’ll ever pull

New Urban Arts has been hosting its annual Lock-In since 2005, an activity that has been brought to the studio with great anticipation and excitement each time! This year’s temporary insomniacs found themselves making candles, lost posters, sock puppets, and doing yoga at five a.m. in the morning! Thank you to all the people who made the Lock-In such a success for the third year in a row, especially Angel, Andrew, and Adrienne!! THANK YOU!!!!

Top 5 Highlights of 2008’s Art Lock-In:

5. More candy and soda than any one person should ever consume in the course of their lifetime—let alone in one night!

4. Andrew’s killer Alex Trebec impersonation during NUA Jeopardy.

3. The girls who really let their inner witch out through their sock puppet alter-egos. (“My bling is better then yo’ weave!”)

2. Jean delivering freshly baked bread (made by us!) at 5:59am.

aaaaaand (drumroll please!)
1. The midnight Michael Jackson dance marathon!!! (Thriller, thriller night...
Question: What did you think of it?
Ashley: It was really fun. I felt very productive [during it all].
Phil: It was great. I never knew I was so interested in tape and process art.
Shakiah: I thought it was interesting and fun! I wouldn’t want to burn my eyes out with fatigue any other way.

Q: What was your favorite activity?
Ashley: Making the mural.
Phil: Process art, stenciling, and spray painting was great to work with.
Shakiah: I thought that everything was cool. From the sock puppets to the candle making.

Q: What was the most memorable moment of the night for you?
Ashley: Probably making the mural [with J.J.].
Phil: Hm... The moments of hackey sack!
Shakiah: The most memorable moment was when my candle ate itself! DARN!

Q: Anything else?
Ashley: Yoga!
Phil: (Didn’t answer the question. Oh well!)
Shakiah: Ummmmmmm.... Let’s do it again!!

photos of New Urban Arts’ All Night Art Lock-In by Meredith Younger
Things you could lose...
Please continue!

innocence
vertically-challenged giraffe
juice box set
Mexican Tostilla
Pulis Hair/Simon
My Soul... LOL EMO
My House
Chin Hair/Fuzz
My mind
Mojo
identity
my way
my marbles
my religion

LOST POSTERS

My Allegiance

If found:
Don't tell
ANYONE.

REWARD:
THIS MAN
(Please Take Him!)
Lost My Sunglasses

Iff Pnowned, Kaunstacked mii.
Thaire wille bii...uh riward.
Thuh riward iz haffing les wurdz zpelld raung.

Kaunstacked info: 23 Rearvone AVV
HOW TO:
make the next edition of FLiP!

FLiP! began as the brainchild of Esther Chak and her graphic design group back in 2004, and was quickly picked up by two excited sophomores, Liz and Karen. For the past three years, we have been very fortunate to have had Andrew Oesch, Melissa Mendes, and Meredith Younger help us (Liz and Karen) organize and produce FLiP! each year. But now it’s time for us to go and we want FLiP! to continue on! So, we leave these instructions to future editors, interview-people and New Urban Arts students who want to do next year’s FLiP!
And remember-- have fun doing it, or else what’s the point!!

YOU WILL NEED
a mentor to oversee the project
work from friends at New Urban Arts
cardboard
paint
markers
paper
scissors
glue
a copy machine

HELPFUL ITEMS
a camera
a voice recorder
a computer (with scanner)
persistence
patience
energy
STEP 1 - PLANNING
Find a person to be your mentor for the project-- talk to the staff and mentors to see if they know someone for the job. When you find that special someone, set up a regular time to meet each week so that you can all talk about all your schemes for FLiP! together. Figuring out an overall timeline for the whole project-- from asking people for submissions all the way to planning the blowout extravaganza that will be the release day of FLiP!-- should be one of the first things you do together.

STEP 2 - PROMOTION
Make lots (and lots and lots) of fliers explaining what FLiP! is. Put them up like wallpaper all over the studio. Keep repeating this step for several weeks with different fliers.
You’ll also need to make a giant electronic-looking device as your FLiP! submissions box, and paint it bright orange. Putting it somewhere where people will constantly bump into it has the added bonus of being completely unavoidable in a room, which is good in helping to remind people about the project. Name it something cute and clever, like “Muncho” or “FLiPtendo.” But most importantly, keep hassling people to put things into your box, like there is nothing more important in your life other than getting them to submit something to FLiP! It can be anything from doodles to poems to photos.

STEP 3 - PILFER
Since you’ll find that the submissions box is still mostly empty (it is a GIANT box, after all), walk around the studio and collect any work you think should be in FLiP! anyway. Photograph or scan the work carefully, then put it back where you found it. (Then go find the artist and ask if it’s ok that you include it. Or you could do that first, which is probably the better thing to do anyway.)

STEP 4 - PRODUCTION
Do interviews with people involved in cool projects-- if you use a tape recorder, it’ll be easy to write down the conversations later. Host workdays to get people to create work for FLiP!, like poetry workshops or exquisite corpses. Make up quizzes and how-to’s to include, take pictures-- whatever you want.

STEP 5 - PRINTING
You’ll need to allow at least one week for printing. Talk to your mentor and the staff about which printer to use and how much it will cost.

STEP 6 - PARTY
It’s finally finished, and of course it’s the most awesome thing you’ve ever done-- so now it’s time to share it! Set up a release table with all kinds of amazing signs and decor at New Urban Arts’ year-end art party, so you can show it off to a lot of people at once. It’s a good idea to hang a corner with as many of the zine’s featured work too, since photocopied reproductions never do the originals justice. Then sit back and let the praise wash over you...

GOOD LUCK!
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